NOTIFICATION


Ref: Notification No: CUJ/Admin/I.12/1(RD)/2017/25 dated 19.01.2018

In continuation to the notification under reference, the challenges received by the University have been examined and addressed. Summary of corrections in Answer Keys is enclosed herewith for reference. Challenge fee of successful challengers will be refunded in their bank accounts.

Encl: as stated above (2 pages)
Summary of Corrections

1_System Analyst-Challenged Questions
Series B
Q. 23: Answer Key: (B) Challenger: D (Challenger is right)
Q. 24: Answer Key: (B) Challenger: C (Answer Key is correct)
Q. 48: Answer Key: (D) Challenger: C (Answer Key is correct)

3_Professional Assistant (Library) - Challenged Questions
Series A
Q. 5: Answer Key: (D) Challenger: (C) (Challenger is correct)
Q. 7: Answer Key: (A) Challenger: B (Challenger is correct, there are multiple answers and hence question is being deleted)
Q. 11: Answer Key: (C) Challenger: D (Challenger is correct)
Q. 30: Answer Key: (D) Challenger: C (Answer Key is correct)
Q. 31: Answer Key: (D) Challenger: A (Comment: Challenger is correct and question is wrong and hence question is being deleted)
Q. 32: Answer Key: (B) Challenger: C (Correct answer is D)

4_Pharmacist Challenged Questions
Series A
Q. 54: Answer Key: (C) Challenger: B (Comment: Answer Key is correct)
Q. 58: Answer Key: (A) Challenger: B (Comment: Answer Key is correct)

8_JE_Civil- Challenged Questions
Series B
Q. 3: Answer Key: (C) Challenger: B (Challenger is right)
Q. 9: Answer Key: (B) Challenger: A (Answer Key is correct)
18_Library Attendant-Challenged Questions

Series B

Q. 35: Answer Key: (C) Challenger: D (Challenger is correct)
Q. 39: Answer Key: (B) Challenger: C (Challenger is correct)
Q. 59: Answer Key: (A) Challenger: B (Challenger is correct)

19_UDC-Challenged Questions:

Series A

Q. 4: Answer Key: (C) Challenger: D (Challenger is correct)
Q. 11: Answer Key: (A) Challenger: B (Challenger is correct)
Q. 15: Answer Key: (D) Challenger: C (Challenger is correct)